There was a child who dreamed of a dream to become a hero and to pull the magical sword out of the rock. Then to open impossible doors that have to be done the right way and never the wrong but if you failed you would have to pay the price of serving whoever the person was you are there’s now.

So then let’s get it started shall we it get on with it then.

It all started a long time ago and it starts with a little boy who always dreamed of conquering the world so he set out on a journey. The day he turned 18 his parents gave him everything he needed to set off on the journey of a life time and the next day he left a note saying “I’m sorry I didn’t get to say goodbye to you in person but I love you all and I will always love you.”

The next day he said to himself “I’m not ready “but then something shone above him and said “no need to be scared I’m your guardian angel and I will protect you with my life.” Troy then said “Who are you but most of all who am I?” the guardian angel said “you are but the mightiest Troy Brock and my name is Isabelle” Troy then said “so I’m a mighty warrior?” Isabelle then said “No but you can if you just pull this sword out of this rock” “but I can’t I’m not ready yet but will you guide me through my journey to become more powerful and I might be able to help you do we have a deal?” he held out his hand and Isabelle said “yes we have a deal but I can’t leave without my stuff” and then they shook hands that’s just the beginning.

So they moved on through a magical forest until they heard something that went something like this “AAARRRGGHH” they ran in the direction it came from but they were to late someone just got killed right in front of them without know who it was when they got closer Troy realised who it was as he stood over the body of his dead father who was trying to save his son Troy. The next day they wanted to bury Troy’s father but the guardian angel had a better
Idea the idea was to make a sacrifice to make Troy as strong as his father was and then they found the perfect sacrifice then they captured a fairy and sacrificed the fairy to the gods and all of a sudden this light shot out of the sky and shone right above Troy and then he just disappeared.

The next day his guardian angel went to search for him when she relised she was trapped in a witches house draining her power so she become invincible and never be burnt or killed but then all of a sudden the machine breaks down and Isabelle has her power back but is still feeling weak but all of a sudden a voice out of nowhere talks to the witch saying “you must release this guardian angel or I’ll make you pay for what you have been doing to this beautiful girl” “I’m beautiful and you can’t take this power away from me” then all of a sudden the door just falls down and Troy charges straight in and stabs the witch in the gut then pulls up on the knife which had magical powers and it go straight up and through her head then a horrible scream goes through the room “AAARRRGGHHH” then Troy saves his guardian angel (a.k.a Isabelle) and she gives him a huge kiss straight on the lips then all of a sudden a big noise and rumbling started out side and when they got out there they all stared and started to run for their lives and then BOOOM.

When they turned around all there was looking right at it they saw a huge fireball coming straight at them but just as it reached them they disappeared in thin air and then all the people started a search for them they were never seen again but this isn’t the end of the story it still goes on.

When they came back to the world they relised they were in the room they met and they were standing beside themselves but it was different it felt like they have been here before but then they relised they were in the house that just got blown up then all of a sudden they teleported to the place they met and Isabelle said “try the sword “ then Troy said “ok let’s do this then “ and they walked up to the sword and Troy stood beside it and just as he grabbed it all of a sudden it sent a vibration through his body and kept holding it then
Isabelle said “most of the other people just run but you your different and now just pull out that sword so I can be free” Troy then said “I don’t want to set you free, but ok let’s do this” Isabelle then said “do it please” Troy then said “ok.” Then just as he pulled the sword out it just slid straight out like a knife in watermelon and it was so easy to pull out of the rock the sword suddenly shone shined really bright then Isabelle just disappeared. Her voice was still there and he started to freak out until she said “look at the sword” then Troy looked at the sword and then she said “I’m still with you but you can only see my reflection and hear my voice put the sword back and we will do it properly.

So Troy put the sword back in the rock and Isabelle reappeared, then Troy said to Isabelle “lets grab the sword at the same time then pulls it out” Isabelle then said “ok.” So they grabbed the sword at the same time and pulled and it came straight out and Isabelle was still beside Troy and then all of a sudden the place starts to fall apart and a troll appears out of nowhere! This part after you read this you should probably close your eyes and then start to read the part again but this time just think you are watching it like a movie scene, ok back to the story then.

So this troll is really tall and really big but no match for Troy and his guardian angel because just as Isabelle let go of the sword Troy started to feel something on him like armour and he looked down he had been covered in armour made of pure diamond lining and the rest with the most unbreakable metal then the troll tried to attack Troy but it rebounds but it stills knocks him back and through the wall as he landed he relised the sword was still in his hand and then Troy got back up and ran straight at the troll and attacked the troll in the knee and then jumped up and stabbed the troll in the face then dragged in down the trolls face, through the ribcage then dragged all the guts then the rest of the shit out of the trolls body. So there was blood and guts everywhere and then Isabelle said “let’s get this mess out of the way then shall we “ “ok” then Isabelle said her magical words (which I’m not writing down) then the troll just disappeared and including all the blood and guts.
Now the journey begins next time when I write again.
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Thank you for reading this story